
January 2022

Dear Kindergarten Parents/Guardians,

I am thrilled to have students in the library this year as the library was shut down due to
COVID-19 in March of 2020.  My goal is to help them become skillful researchers, ethical users
of information, and engaged readers.  During our first semester in the library we have covered
several library skills.

● Students have been learning how to follow an inquiry-based process in seeking
knowledge in curricular subjects and how to make real-world connections for this
process in their own life.

○ Students have been working on this skill through the use of stories and lessons
that are connected with the letter of the week being taught in the classroom.   For
example, when the students were learning about the letter G in the classroom,
our stories revolved around the use of words beginning with the letter G.

○ High frequency sight words that are being taught in the classroom are also
utilized during library lessons.

○ Stories are chosen that will help enrich students' vocabulary and help them
discover new ideas.

○ Storytime provides opportunities for practicing listening skills.  Students are
provided opportunities to participate and share their ideas of what is taking place
in a story.

○ During our storytime, new authors are introduced each week.  This gives
students the opportunity to listen to different writing styles and find books that
they can enjoy at home.

○ Listening to a variety of stories helps to empower student imagination.   Stories
also help expand a student's understanding of their world.

● Students are starting to learn how to identify story elements including characters and
setting.  Understanding these concepts helps students be better able to understand what
they are reading.

● Students have been learning how to locate the book of their choice in the library.

Please continue to encourage your child to read their library books and return them for more. If
you have any questions about what we have covered this year, please do not hesitate to reach
out to me.  I can be contacted via email or by phone at kboehme@portageps.org or 323-6685.

Kelley Boehme
Elementary School Librarian and Interventionist
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